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FLEETWOOD TOWN

Fleetwood Town 2
Bradford City 2

Jon Parkin stepped off
the bench to find the net
once more as he sealed
a point for Fleetwood
Town in a hard-fought
draw at home to Brad-
ford City.

The striker notched his
eighth goal of the season from
the penalty spot to earn Town
a share of the spoils, follow-
ing a Bantams fightback after
Alan Goodall had given the
hosts the lead.

In an eventful game some-
what lacking in quality,
Fleetwood could well have
wrapped up victory before
Bradford struck twice, but it
wasn’t to be and they remain
outside the play-off spots by
two points.

Town boss Graham
Alexander named an
unchanged side from
the starting XI who
beat oxford United 3-0
the previous week, and
his team looked to be de-
livering the goods once
more after Goodall drew
first blood after 20 min-
utes, heading home from
a short corner taken by Ga-
reth Evans.

Junior Brown had initially
won the set-piece for Town
after holding up play, turning
his marker and firing a low ef-
fort on goal from the edge of
the area, which City ‘keeper
Matt Duke did well to push
behind.

Bradford’s equaliser,
somewhat against the
run of play, occurred two
minutes before the in-
terval after referee Tim

Robinson deemed nathan
Pond to have fouled Bantams
captain Gary Jones.

And City’s leading goalscor-
er nahki Wells made no mis-
take from 20 yards out, craft-
ing a curled shot past a rooted
Scott Davies.

A mix-up between Shaun
Beeley and Brown six min-
utes after the restart led to
City claiming their second.

After a long Will Atkinson
pass which had sailed over
Brown, substitute Ryan Dixon

nicked in behind Beeley, who
was positioned just behind his
team-mate near the half-way
line, and slotted past Davies
after a storming run.

But Town continued to
press and were presented
with the perfect opportunity
to reply 17 minutes from time.

Brown’s free-kick from the
right was knocked on by a
wayward header and fell to

Goodall on the byline,
who was quickly chal-

lenged by both Duke
and James Hanson.

As Hanson
raised his hands

to demonstrate his
innocence, Goodall

scooped the ball back
into play, striking Hanson’s
arm in the process.

The Bantams forward could
have no complaints as Robin-
son pointed to the spot, and
Parkin fired home the result-
ing penalty-kick, enjoying
some luck after Duke let the
ball slip beneath him over the
line.

The game took a while to get
going and the first half gener-
ally passed by with little of
note in the way of chances for
either side.

Town had mainly ventured

forward through former Ban-
tams man Evans, who was
receiving plenty of unwanted
attention from the travelling
support.

The midfielder seemed de-
termined to silence them as
he bombarded their side’s
area with plenty of dangerous
balls, while his angled shot
soared just over the crossbar
five minutes before half time.

Sadly, that was his last in-
fluence on the game as he was
replaced by Ryan Crowther
during the interval, failing
to recover from a knock sus-
tained during the first 45 min-
utes.

Beeley, too, had his game cut
short through injury, making
way for Conor McLaughlin on
the hour mark as he limped
off with what appeared to be
an ankle problem.

Jamie McGuire was hard-
working as ever in the heart
of midfield for Town and as
well as helping out defensive-
ly, he was providing plenty of
movement up front.

A well-worked through ball
found Jamille Matt on the
half-hour mark but the striker
took too long on the ball and
City quickly closed in to clear
the danger.

Young Jamie Allen also
had the chance to net his first
professional Highbury goal
shortly afterwards but his
header from a Goodall cross
was met on an uneasy angle
and the ball went spiralling
over the bar.

After an uninspiring first
half, Bradford turned up the
heat following their second,
inspired by a vocal travelling
support.

They threatened most
around the hour mark, forc-
ing Davies into tipping an at-
tack over the bar, while Jones
struck the upright with a
right-footed strike soon after
and Wells produced another
free-kick; this time halted by
the Town shot-stopper.

The influence of Parkin,
who came on for Jamie Allen
after 62 minutes, had given
Fleetwood a much-needed
boost up front and kept Brad-
ford’s defence on their toes.

Town upped their game in
the final 15 minutes, boost-
ed by Parkin’s equaliser as
Crowther and Brown both
worked hard to produce deliv-
eries into the area.

The home side could well
have drawn level after 66
minutes, as Parkin, Brown
and Crowther all aimed
themselves at a Matt cross –
Parkin with an outstretched
foot, Brown with a header
and Crowther going for the
remains – but the ball evaded
all three.

Both sides came close
to notching a late winner
in a high-tempo finish, as
Crowther’s high strike from a
Paul McKenna pass flew over
the bar and City substitute
Kyel Reid bent in a threaten-
ing ball with no end product,
but five minutes of injury
time passed without any fur-
ther goalmouth action and
both sides left with a point.

Fleetwood: Davies, Beeley
(McLaughlin 60), Goodall, Atkinson,
Pond, Brown, McGuire, McKenna,
Evans (Crowther 45), Matt, Allen
(Parkin 62); not used: Lucas, Barry,
Ball, Gyoria
Bradford: Duke, Darby, Hanson,
Thompson (Reid 80), Atkinson,
McHugh, Jones (c), Wells (Gray 85),
Nelson, McArdle (Dickson 41), Doy-
le; not used: McLaughlin, Ravenhill,
Connell, Hines
REF: Tim Robinson; ATT: 3,577

I had no chance with free-kick we shouldn’t have concededTHE SCOTT DAVIES COLUMN
SCoTT’S CoRNER

WHILE the result on Saturday keeps
us in the promotion chase, I think we
were probably the better team. We
were solid and created enough chances
to have won the game.

I didn’t really have too many saves
to make and that is down to the hard
work of the lads in front of me.

The free-kick from which Bradford
scored their equaliser was just one of
those which gives you no chance. It
was up and down so quickly.

normally you can see it and have
time to get positioned and get your
dive in. That one, I never saw. I was
just stood thinking, ‘How did he do
that?’

I asked myself at the time what I
could have got wrong but, having
watched it a few times, I didn’t have a
chance. We should never have been in
a position to give away the free-kick in
the first place. our play building up to
the foul was poor.

The second was a case of Shaun
Beeley and Junior Brown getting into
one of those, ‘you go, I go’ moments.

In the end, neither of them did go
and it gave their lad the chance to get
in behind us. That was disappointing
because it was the kind of goal we
should be able to cut out.

But that’s the case with a lot of the
goals we have been giving away – they

are the kind we can stop conceding if
we keep our concentration up over the
90 minutes.

on the whole it was a good
performance and showed how we have
changed the way we play. The tempo
was good, we made it difficult for the
opposition and we scored two goals.

If we scored two goals at home we
should be coming away with three
points. But it’s a point gained and
we’re still in touch with the leaders.

It is a very tight league and it only
takes two or three wins to send you
shooting up the table. If we can find
that consistency we’re looking for,
there’s no reason we can’t get up there.

The manager has plenty of advice
and ideas to help us improve and I
think we’ve been putting those into
action. It’s now just about cutting out
those little errors.

The defence have worked really
hard and that shows in the fact I’ve
only had a couple of saves to make in
180 minutes of football.

We’ve not had the best of home
results over the season, but four points
from a possible six, and two good
performances, are hopefully a sign
that is going to change.

There’s plenty of quality in our
squad. We showed that again on
Saturday when Conor McLaughlin

came on for Shaun Beeley. He’s a
northern Ireland U21 international
and has played in the Championship.

It’s a credit to Shaun he’s been able
to keep Conor out of the side, but he
did very well on Saturday.

Another substitute who had a big
impact is Jon Parkin, scoring two
goals in two games. It’s not just the
goals you get from Jon. If you get the
ball in to his feet he can hold it up and
support the other players.

now we travel to Torquay, who are
a bit more of a footballing side. We’ve
got to be able to adapt to that and make
sure we come away with the three
points.

ByLizOwen
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Town make point
in Bantams battle


